
The Key to Oracle RPA

RPA proves most benecial on complex 
data entry applications, such as Oracle 
EBS. Many organizations worldwide use 
these applications as their mission-critical, 
back-office systems, having built full 
operations around them. While leading 
RPA vendors successfully automate most 
sysystems, they are not equipped to handle 
the complexities of automating 
customized, dynamic Oracle applications. 
These organizations are now struggling to 
achieve full ROI from their RPA strategy, 
such as cost savings, increased exibility, 
and improved accuracy of data entry. 
AAuraRPA’s patented tool was made with 
these Oracle-specic challenges in mind, 
to ensure fast, stable, and reliable Oracle 
automations.

Rapid development
Can your RPA solution create 
automation processes quickly using 
a recording toolbar?

Robust to UI changes
Is your solution robust to client-side  Is your solution robust to client-side  
modications / customizations?

Immune to EBS version change
Are ows unaffected when eld 
names change due to upgrades or 
patches?

Support for pop-ups and error Support for pop-ups and error 
messages 
Does your tool support dynamic 
pop-ups and error messages 
automatically out of the box?

Pre-built Oracle EBS Templates
Does it offer pre-built Oracle Does it offer pre-built Oracle 
workows out-of-the-box, without 
custom coding?

Performance and scalability
Can your tool support headless 
“no-client-side” concurrent 
automations?

Low-code development Low-code development 
environment  
Does your tool create rapid, 
attended RPA forms without 
development?

Oracle RPA Tool Requirements

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is an 
emerging technology that uses software 
“robots” to execute business processes. These bots interact directly with the 
application's user interface to streamline workloads, by eliminating manual and 
repetitive tasks.

Made specically for Oracle 
RPA, AuraRPA automates 
complex Oracle back-office 
applications with a no-code, 
intuitive wizard, saving 
valuable time and money.



AuraPlayer consultants would be happy to assist you in achieving your business and RPA 

goals. Feel free to contact us at info@auraplayer.com for further information.

Plug-in to any RPA solution 
AuraRPA can be used as a stand-alone tool or as a plug-in to a leading RPA solution 
(such as UiPath, Automation Anywhere, or Blue Prism) for stable Oracle 
automations within a larger RPA startegy.

Chatbots/Digital Assistants 
Bots can be triggered using text or voice from any chatbot software, such as Oracle Bots can be triggered using text or voice from any chatbot software, such as Oracle 
Digital Assistant.

Integration/BPM tools
Orchestrate between systems using Oracle EBS automations as JSON, SWAGGER, 
REST APIs with tools such as  Oracle Integration Cloud.

Integration is a key feature of any RPA software, and AuraRPA was built to support a 
complete set of integration capabilities:

AuraRPA Integrations for Oracle RPA 

Why Customers Choose AuraRPA
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